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SYNOPSIS 

In 1979, American artist Ed Ruscha allegedly made a fake rock out of resin and hid it among real ones 

somewhere in California's vast Mojave Desert. Named Rocky II after the Sylvester Stallone film, the work 

is never spoken about publicly nor is it listed in any catalogue of Ruscha's work. Obsessed with this 

mystery piece, Academy Award–winner Pierre Bismuth sets out to find it. It's clear from the outset of 

this fantastical tale that Bismuth, the writer for Michel Gondry's ETERNAL SUNSHINE OF THE SPOTLESS 

MIND, won't take a conventional approach. Instead, he hires a hard-boiled private investigator and two 

acclaimed Hollywood screenwriters to pick up the trail in their separate and distinctive ways. Each 

constructs theories and deduces motives, muddying the few known facts with highly plausible and 

deeply engaging "fake fiction." Probing and inventive, this thoroughly original art quest is as enigmatic 

as the mystery it seeks. * 

Featuring writers DV DeVincentis (HIGH FIDELITY, GROSS POINTE BLANK), Anthony Peckham (SHERLOCK 

HOLMES, INVICTUS) and Mike White (SCHOOL OF ROCK, NACHO LIBRE), art world luminaries Michael 

Govan, Philippe Vergne, Eli Broadand and Connie Butler, and actors Robert Knepper and Milo 

Ventimiglia. 

 

CAST 

ROBERT KNEPPER as Cal Joshua (HUNGER GAMES: MOCKINGJAY I & II, GOOD NIGHT AND GOOD LUCK) 

MILO VENTIMIGLIA as The Detective (ROCKY BALBOA, GRACE OF MONACO, HEROES) 

RICHARD EDSON as Ted Simmons (STRANGER THAN PARADISE, DO THE RIGHT THING, PLATOON) 

BARRY O’ROURKE as Lou (VIOLENT BLUE, AMERICAN NUDIST) 

TANIA RAYMONDE as Emmy (LOST, TEXAS CHAINSAW 3D, CRAZY EYES) 

ROGER GUENVEUR SMITH as The Museum Director (AMERICAN GANGSTER, DOPE, SUMMER OF SAM, 

MALCOLM X, DO THE RIGHT THING) 

STEPHEN TOBOLOWSKY as Byron (GROUNDHOG DAY, MEMENTO, THE TIME TRAVELER’S WIFE) 

 

*Synopsis written by Myrocia Watamaniuk, Hot Docs Film Festival 

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm0925234/?ref_=fn_al_nm_1
http://www.broadfoundation.org/about_broads.html


 

 

 

 

"For me, WHERE IS ROCKY II? is about more than Ed Ruscha 

 and finding his hidden art. At the core, it is a film about how we project fantasies and how 

works of art can be the perfect object of fantasy." - Pierre Bismuth 

 

DIRECTOR’S BIOGRAPHY 

Pierre Bismuth (b. 1963 in Neuilly sur Seine) is a contemporary artist. Through efficient and often 

humorous gestures, Bismuth interrupts pre-established codes of reading the images and objects that 

pervade daily life, from Hollywood films, headline stories in newspapers to magazine clippings from 

gentlemen's magazines.  

In 2005 he won the best original screenplay at the 77th Academy Awards along with Michel Gondry 

and Charlie Kaufman for the movie ETERNAL SUNSHINE OF THE SPOTLESS MIND. He lives and works in 

Brussels. 

 

 

 

Bismuth's work is represented by: 

 

Team Gallery, NY    Jan Mot, Brussels    Bugada Cargnel, Paris    Christine König, Vienna 

http://teamgal.com/artists/pierre_bismuth
http://www.janmot.com/pierre_bismuth/index.php
http://www.bugadacargnel.com/en/artists/181-pierre-bismuth/works/10073-coming-soon
http://www.christinekoeniggalerie.com/news-artist.168/tag/Pierre+Bismuth.html


 

 

 

PRODUCER’S BIOGRAPHY 

 

Together with feature film director Xavier Gens, Gregoire Gensollen founded The Ink Connection in 

2010. Through their Paris and Los Angeles-based production company, they are creating, developing and 

packaging a slate of international co-productions to be directed by Xavier Gens as well as other foreign 

directors. 

In 2011, they delivered their 1st feature film production, THE DIVIDE, directed by Xavier Gens, released 

theatrically in the US by Anchor Bay on January 13, 2012.  

In 2012, Gregoire Gensollen has also produced the pilot of an animation feature film, THE PANDA 

PROJECT, directed by Clement Langlais and Brieuc Dupont, and starring Charlotte Rampling, which 

received the funding of the CNC and is current being developed as a feature film to start production in 

2016.  

Gregoire Gensollen also nurtures a passion for experimental film projects and works with international 

contemporary artists on the development of their feature film projects, among which Pierre Bismuth’s 

WHERE IS ROCKY II? 

In parallel to running The Ink Connection, Gregoire Gensollen joined FilmNation in May 2011 as Senior 

Vice President, International Distribution & Strategy where he works hand in hand with founder/CEO 

Glen Basner, former head of International for Focus Features and The Weinstein Company, and runs film 

finance, distribution and strategy. 

Prior to FilmNation, he spent five years at Lionsgate in Los Angeles as VP of International Strategic & 

Sales Planning and two years at Focus Features, Fox Searchlight, and international divisions of Warner 

Bros and Paramount. 

Gregoire was recently featured in the 2012 Variety’s “Hollywood’s New Leaders”.  

 

 

 

 

http://www.variety.com/article/VR1118061188


 

 

 
 

Interview: Pierre Bismuth on “Where is Rocky II?”  
by Nicolas Jolly 

 
 
NJ : You like to describe the film as a “fake fiction”, could you explain? 
 
PB : “Fake Fiction” comes from a reflexion on the different regimes of fiction and reality in movies and 
TV shows.  
 
The film respects the unscripted observation of reality and undetermined successions of events proper 
to documentaries. But because the goal was to hide all the traces of reality, it doesn’t really fall anymore 
in any of the existing traditional categories. « Fake Fiction” is in the end the most accurate description 
for what it is: real characters and real situations shot and edited as if it was fictional. 
 
NJ : But there are some connections with reality shows, aren’t there? 
 
PB : True but the game of reality show is to exaggerate all the signs of reality and they are faithful to 
documentary technique that is to accept that the protagonists and the audience are totally aware of the 
presence of the camera. Whereas in “Where is Rocky II ?” we are working within the convention of 
fiction that is to consider that the camera does not exist. It’s reinforced by the use of POV, inserts, 
steady camera and non linear narration. 
 
NJ: Is that in reaction to reality shows then? 
 
PB: I am not sure, but my main problem with reality shows is that they normalize the idea of reality. The 
fact that today you can do a feature film on your cellphone’s camera doesn’t mean the film should 
underline the fact it’s done with a cellphone. Or if you prefer, it is not because anyone can shoot a film 
in his living room that the film has to be necessarily about anyone’s living room. 
 
NJ : OK so if I understand correctly, you are applying the same storytelling techniques as in reality shows 
but you try to hide the real by applying a fictional filter to it? 
 
PB: Exactly, and in fact both techniques are not 100% what they pretend to be. The reality shows 
pretends to be real but in the end they are quite scripted and “Where is Rocky II ?” pretends to be 
fictional while in fact it is 90% unscripted material.  
 
By looking at the film it is literally impossible to imagine that our call sheet was most of the time empty. 
This of course would drive the crew mad because in film business one is used to organize things in 
advance. Even classic documentaries are prepared in advance. But here the whole strategy was to keep 
everybody in the dark and react to what would unfold so things would happen spontaneously in front of 
the camera. 



 
 
 
 
NJ: But there are things that look totally scripted, like the introduction of the detective watering his 
garden. 
 
PB: Yes of course but you are talking about few segments that have been done towards the end of the 
production, when we understood finally what the film was about. Those few establishing shots or 
transition shots have been done to glue together all the parts that have been totally spontaneous. 
Except those few segments, the film was literally being written organically each day on the spot (actually 
every evening, to be precise), in parallel and according to the shoot, taking into account what happened 
each day in front of the camera. The process was really to set up a framework within which reality would 
unfold in front of my eyes and I would just have to react quasi real time to this raw material and 
organize it according to my understanding. Maybe more like cooking than writing. You have a certain 
amount of ingredients at disposal and you have to do something with it. 
 
NJ: What strikes me in your process is the combination of a very precise structure and method and at 
the same time a total freedom and openness about the content and the development. You have no idea 
about what people will do or talk about and you just play by ear. 
 
PB: Exactly, I think the methodology we used is typically something that comes form the contemporary 
art practice “Act intuitively and figurate only later what it means” that is in nature opposite to the film 
industry requirements. Most of the trained film people I know seem to be first concerned about the 
message or the meaning before being involved in the making. In visual art the “making” can be the 
“meaning” and is for sure an a process of investigation in itself. 
 
NJ: Why did you want to blur the distinction between reality and fiction? 
 
PB: Well the starting point of the film is a search for an art piece that takes the form of a natural 
boulder; and this fake rock is hidden amongst real rocks. So the game of blurring the distinction was 
determined by the object of the investigation itself. When I discovered the existence of that fake rock I 
was speculating on the surprise of possible hikers discovering this rock, what kind of surreal experience 
it could be… you walk for several hours in hostile land, you think you are in total osmosis with true wild 
nature and then the first rock you decide to rest on happens to be fake. I was very amused by the idea it 
could happen. Ed Ruscha’s piece is about “hiding a fictional element into reality”, I just wanted to 
reverse the process in order to “hide reality into fiction” 
 
NJ: You often say that Ed Ruscha’s fake rock belongs to the cinema. 
 
PB: True, I see the fake rock as a segment of fiction forgotten on the side of the road. A film prop that 
only played its role once about 35 years ago, and then nothing anymore. The idea was to rescue it by 
putting it back into a film context, back to cinema where it belongs. 
In Ed Ruscha’s studio the fake rock was an art piece. Then alone in nature it was behaving like a real 
rock, so the film context would revive it finally as a real prop again. A little like the old Gloria Swanson 
revived as a Hollywood star by the only presence of the cameras in the last scene of “Sunset Boulevard“. 
In fact “Where is Rocky II ?” has a strange mix of influences. Something between “Sunset Blvd”, “Mister 
Arkadin“, “F for Fake”, “The Big Lebowsky” and of course “The Maltese Falcon”. 



 
 
 
 
 
NJ: “F for Fake” is an obvious connection but why “Mr Arkadin”? 
 
PB: Because “Where Is Rocky II ?” is nothing else than the story of a manipulation. The 
instrumentalization of the detective and a pretexted investigation for which the real goal is actually not 
the discovery. 
 
NJ: What about “The Big Lebowsky“? 
 
PB: Characters trying to unravel a mystery based on a hopelessly complex plot that proves ultimately 
unimportant. But there is a second connection -and that’s something we only discovered after shooting, 
one of our protagonist in “Where Is Rocky II ?” had been apparently one of the influences for the Coen 
Brothers character of the “Dude”. 
 
NJ: Could you tell me more? 
 
PB: Jim Ganzer had been introduced to the Coen Brothers through their mutual friends John Millius 
around the time they started working on what would become “The Big Lebowsky”. The Dude has been 
inspired by different real characters but “The Dude” psychology, his way of life –Very very laid back, 
smoking pot all day… the way he talks, some of his expressions, the body language, are indeed obviously 
coming from Jim. But he is very discreet about it and never publicized this connection. 
 
NJ: And what about “The Maltese Falcon”? 
 
For a while I wanted to end “Where is Rocky II ?” with a excerpt from the film, the last dialogue of “The 
Maltese Falcon”: 
 
Polhaus: It's heavy [lifting the falcon]. What is it? 
Spade: The... stuff that dreams are made of. 
Polhaus : Hey ? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MAIN CREDITS 

THE INK CONNECTION presents 

In Co-Production with  

VANDERTASTIC 

FRAKAS PRODUCTIONS 

IN BETWEEN ART FILM and VIVO FILM 

 

Written and Directed by: Pierre Bismuth 

Producer: Gregoire Gensollen 

 

Co-Producers: 

Hanneke van der Tas 

Jean-Yves Roubin 

Beatrice Bulgari 

Marta Donzelli 

Madeleine Molyneaux 

Pierre Bismuth 

 

Executive Producer: Xavier Gens 

 

Associate Producers: 

Bilge and Haro Cumbusyan 

Burger Collection 

The Ekard Collection 

Mark Semonian 

Sonja Kehl and Peter Gill 

Lab 360 
 



Director of Photography: David Raedeker 

 

Editors:  

 
Elise Pascal 

Matyas Veress 

Thomas Doneux 

Music by: Hugo Lippens 

 

Monument One written by: 

D.V. DeVincentis & Anthony Peckham 

 

Monument One starring: 

Robert Knepper 

Milo Ventimiglia 

Richard Edson 

Barry O'Rourke 

Tania Raymonde 

Roger Guenveur Smith 

Stephen Tobolowsky 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

STILLS 

Click here to download 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.mongrelmedia.com/eblasts/International/RockyII_Press_Stills.zip


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


